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Help your clients manage the impact their 
suppliers

Why protect against supply chain failure?
Supply chains are becoming increasingly complex, and even a 
small disruption can have major consequences. The number of 
examples of UK businesses failing to recover from supply chain 
disruptions is growing. 
Businesses can have very little control over the causes of 
disruptive events, which could be anything from IT or machinery 
failure to customs delays or environmental catastrophes.

About the Supply Chain Portal
The Supply Chain portal has been developed by business 
continuity experts including leading UK commercial insurers. It 
has been launched by RISCAuthority, the insurer-funded industry 
research scheme administered by the Fire Protection Association 
(FPA). It poses a series of simple questions with dropdown 
answers, which are then scored to establish a red, amber or green 
scoring matrix of supplier vulnerability.

SALES AID

A free online toolkit to help businesses 
prioritise the suppliers that would have 
most impact on their business in the event 
of an interruption, and to manage the risks 
appropriately.

Supply Chain 
Portal

The key benefits of the Supply  
Chain Portal
•   Helps businesses identify which suppliers are key to 

their business.
• Gain a clearer understanding of supply chain exposure.
• Create a more robust and resilient supply chain plan 

to manage the consequences of disruptive issues and 
events better.

• Plan to survive supply chain events that can cause 
other businesses to fail.

• Free guides and resources to help businesses 
understand the issues better.

• Increase resilience to any potential supply chain failure.
• The Supply Chain Portal is GDPR compliant, data is 

kept secure and confidential.

Log on to Broker Risk Assist via TheHub 
or click here for the Supply Chain Portal.
If you have signed up via nigbrokerriskassist.com 
you can continue to log in using your username 
and password.


